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A ‘parafictional statement’ of the form “In fiction f, ɸ”

is true iff ɸ is true at every world where f is told as
known fact rather than fiction

Analysis 0 (Lewis, 1978) 
“In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo is a hobbit”

Is true iff in worlds where The Lord of the Rings is
told as known fact, Frodo is a hobbit

Lewis uses both past tense and present tense in parafictional statements: 

(1) In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo is a hobbit

(2) In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo was a hobbit

- This creates a tension; (1) implies that Frodo is alive (in The Lord of the Rings), the other implies that he is

dead (in The Lord of the Rings).

- There might be a preference for a particular tense in parafictional statements (See for instance Zucchi, 2001).

Predictions

Heterodiegetic narrative: The Lord of the Rings Homodiegetic narrative: The Holmes stories

Statives Eventives Statives Eventives

Analysis 0'

PAST tense
In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo was a 
hobbit

PAST tense
In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo 
climbed Mount Doom

PRESENT tense
In the Holmes stories, Holmes is a 
detective

PAST tense
In the Holmes stories, Holmes lit his 
pipe

Analysis 0''

PRESENT tense
In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo is a 
hobbit

PRESENT tense
In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo 
climbs Mount Doom

PRESENT tense
In the Holmes stories, Holmes is a 
detective

PRESENT tense
In the Holmes stories, Holmes lights 
his pipe

Analysis 0'''

PAST tense
In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo was a 
hobbit

PAST tense
In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo 
climbed Mount Doom

PAST tense
In the Holmes stories, Holmes was a 
detective

PAST tense
In the Holmes stories, Holmes lit his 
pipe

If we want a Lewisian analysis of fictional truth to make predictions about tense use in parafictional statements,
we need to decide on a time of evaluation t (or ‘point of origin’) so that we can determine whether in a certain
world w, at time t Frodo is a hobbit or was a hobbit (Cf. Zucchi, 2001).

Quantifying over worlds  Quantifying over world-time pairs

w ⟨w, t⟩

Three possible options for t:
• Analysis (0’) (Suggested by Lewis’ use of present tense in analysis 0)

A statement of the form “In fiction f, ɸ” is true iff ɸ is true at every ⟨w, t⟩ where f is told as known fact
rather than fiction in w and t is the time of narration

• Analysis (0’’) (Cf. Zucchi, 2001)
A statement of the form “In fiction f, ɸ” is true iff ɸ is true at every ⟨w, t⟩ where f has been/is/will be told as
known fact rather than fiction in w and t is the time of the described events

• Analysis (0’’’)
A statement of the form “In fiction f, ɸ” is true iff ɸ is true at every ⟨w, t⟩ where f has been/is/will be told as
known fact rather than fiction in w and t is the current time

World-time pairs

Two relevant types of narrative:
• Homodiegetic narratives in which the time of narration roughly coincides

with the time of the described events (e.g. the Holmes stories)

• Heterodiegetic narratives in which the time of narration is obviously after
the time of the described events (e.g. Lord of the Rings)

Two relevant types of predicate:
• States/Individual-level predicates

stable properties (know, be a detective, be blonde, have two children)

• Events/Stage-level predicates
particular events (kiss, sit, offer)

• 2x2 design

Experiment
HETERODIEGETIC VERSION

Near the house where the Stinsons lived there was a wood, and in the long June evenings
Sam liked to go there after tea to play. When, on one of these walks, his rabbit
disappeared, Sam did not go to that wood again nor to any other forest. Now forests only
reminded him of the loss of his best friend.
Back then, Sam used to take the rabbit with him - he called him “Bunny” - and before he
wandered off to pick flowers, or play at brigands among the trees, he always made the
rabbit a little nest somewhere among the bracken, for he was a kind-hearted little boy
and he liked Bunny to be comfortable. One evening, while the rabbit was lying there
alone, he saw two strange beings creep out of the tall bracken near him.
They were rabbits like himself, but quite furry and brand-new. They stared at him, and the
little Rabbit stared back. "Why don't you get up and play with us?" one of them asked.

HOMODIEGETIC VERSION

Near the house where me and my family live there is a wood, and in the long June evenings
my nephew Sam used to go there after tea to play. However, yesterday he told me that
during his walk last Thursday, his rabbit disappeared. Now Sam does not want to go to that
wood again nor to any other forest. Now forests only remind him of the loss of his best
friend.
He said that on that night, he took the rabbit with him - he calls him “Bunny”- and before he
wandered off to pick flowers, he made Bunny a little nest somewhere among the bracken.
This is typically something that Sam would do. He is a kind-hearted little boy. While the
rabbit was lying there and Sam was picking flowers, two strange beings crept out of the tall
bracken and approached Bunny. Sam, hiding behind a bush, saw them but they didn’t see
him.
According to Sam, those creatures were rabbits too, but quite furry and brand-new. They
stared at Bunny, and Bunny stared back. "Why don't you get up and play with us?" one of
them asked.

FACTORS LEVELS
Type of 

narration 

Heterodiegetic Homodiegetic

Type of 

predicate 

State/

Individual-level

Event/

Stage-level 

• 16 stories followed by 2 pairs of sentences (2 targets, 2 controls)
in simple present & simple past tense versions

• Instructions: You are asked to choose the sentence that best
describes (part of) the content of the passage.

• Data from 30 English native speakers, recruited on Amazon
Mechanical Turk

STATE: 
In the fairy tale, Bunny is Sam’s best friend. 
In the fairy tale, Bunny was Sam’s best friend.
EVENT:
In the fairy tale, Sam takes Bunny on a June evening and goes with him to the woods. 
In the fairy tale, Sam took Bunny on a June evening and went with him to the woods. 

Preliminary observations


